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Lawrence Wheeler goes to a conference and reflects on the nature of calligraphy today
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Left:
Cui Fei
Tracing the Origin IX_I_i
Gelatin silver print photogram.
24 × 16 inches.
2012.
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Detail from
Tracing the Origin
VI_III
Archival pigment print.
76 × 35 inches.
2008.

By Christopher Calderhead . At the end of last
summer I went to Socrates Sculpture Park, an
experimental outdoor art venue in New York that
overlooks the East River. The work at Socrates is
incredibly varied. That’s the nature of a place that
highlights new talent and gives artists room to
explore fresh ideas.
On the day I visited, a team of artists was
trying—in vain—to inflate a full-scale hot air
balloon using a giant industrial fan. I wandered
across the park and came across a huge statue
of the Virgin Mary made of birdseed. A crowd of
sparrows was showing its appreciation by slowly
dismantling the sculpture, seed by seed. And
then I spotted something stunning: an angled
stone plinth that supported rows of threedimensional bronze figures. I walked over to have
a look.
As I drew closer, I could see that the bronze
figures were arranged on the surface of their
support in a way that suggested a Chinese
manuscript. The figures themselves could have
been Chinese cursive, but they also looked like
stout tendrils of vine. They were not flat; they
curled in space. As I examined the piece, I kept
wondering: Is this writing?
Looking at the metal display label near the
sculpture, I saw it was entitled Tracing The
Origin XVII, and it was made by an artist named
Cui Fei. Interesting. But my question remained
unanswered.
The bronze vine tendrils certainly looked like
writing. The way the forms created loops echoed
the movement of the brush, while the directions
of the “strokes” seemed to mimic many of the
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structural properties of Chinese cursive. Even
the variations of large and small characters
reminded me of scrolls I had seen. If I could read
Chinese, would I see that the artist had carefully
selected vine tendrils that had the shape of actual
characters? Or would I see that this was a purely
abstract composition that made a visual riff on
the structure of a Chinese manuscript?
I went home and looked up Cui Fei online and
discovered that she lives and works in New York
City. So I contacted her and she agreed to let me
come to her studio and do an interview.
On a warm day in August I took the subway
to Times Square and walked several blocks west,
to the edge of the old Garment District. Cui Fei’s
studio is in a large building just down the street
from the New York Times building and a block
from the Port Authority Bus Terminal. It’s a
busy part of midtown, retaining just a bit of the
gritty urban quality that is rapidly disappearing
from the city. The building is one of those tall
structures from the early twentieth century that
were once filled with light industry. Now, more
and more, they are filled with creative industry
offices and work spaces.
I went up the elevator and found myself on an
upper floor. I walked around a corner and found
her door. I knocked.
Cui opened the door and ushered me into
her small studio. Her appearance and demeanor
matched her work: slim and precise. She smiled
and asked if I would like a cup of Chinese green
tea.
Her studio was not very large. It occupied a
single, open room with a tall ceiling. The walls
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Not Yet Titled
Thorns and twine.
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The Thousand
Prayer Project

Larry Thomas is an accomplished artist who has
been exhibiting his work in group and solo shows
for more than forty years. He was professor of
printmaking at the San Francisco Art Institute,
where he served as chair of the printmaking
department and dean of academic affairs. For the
two final years of his tenure at SFAI he held the
position of interim president of the school.
For the past two years, he has been working
on a project he calls the Thousand Prayer
Project. The text is a Buddhist mantra. The piece
consists of long strips of paper impregnated with
beeswax, and the script is a highly personalized
variation of Uncial forms. He recently showed the
Thousand Prayer Project as part of a large solo
exhibition at the Sonoma Valley Museum of Art.
Letter Arts Review asked him to explain how this
ambitious project was made.
By Larry Thomas . Even though I have maintained
a lifelong interest in calligraphy, I consider
myself to be a relative newcomer to this art form.
Drawing, painting, and printmaking have been
my primary studio practices. Since I retired
from full-time teaching and administrative
appointments, I have had the great luxury
of devoting more time, energy, and focus to
calligraphy, especially in developing personal
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interpretations of traditional letterforms. As
this interest has expanded I have also had the
time to participate in workshops at Cheerio in
North Carolina and the recent annual calligraphy
conference in Portland, Oregon, in the summer
of 2012.
calligraphy in the artist’s studio
It has always been my practice to keep several
projects going simultaneously. The Thousand
Prayer Project has developed into one that
consumes much of my studio time. Each stage
of the process of making the individual sheets
is extremely time-consuming. However, I seem
to have been able to set an atmosphere in the
studio that allows for uninterrupted time to
be spent working on the project in an ongoing
manner. I cannot work on it every day; I find
that I need to have other ideas and projects in
play at the same time. Other drawing, painting,
and print projects are more or less constantly in
the works. Last winter, for instance, my Grass
Mountain Drawings series took precedence over
the calligraphy project, which was set aside for
several weeks in order to complete that folio of
drawings.
The calligraphy project began a couple of
years ago and has developed in various ways. It
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O sages standing in God’s holy fire
As in the gold mosaic of a wall,
Come from the holy fire, perne in a gyre,
And be the singing-masters of my soul.
—W. B. Yeats, Sailing to Byzantium
By Lawrence Wheeler . Calligraphy Northwest, the 31st International
Calligraphy Conference—held at Reed College in Portland, Oregon—took
place 24 June through 1 July, 2012. The extraordinary efforts of Carol
DuBosch and Meri Taylor, conference organizers, brought 31 faculty and
well over 500 students to the Reed campus. Most studio courses took place
in two three-day modules (Monday–Wednesday and Thursday–Saturday).
In addition, fifteen courses occupied the entire week. A series of evening

Denis Brown
Bitter and Wild Is the Wind Tonight
Calligraphy engraved in layered glass.
12 × 12 × 2 inches.
2011.
Brown describes his process on his website: “Four
sheets of two-millimeter glass, each spaced a little
apart in a box frame. Each sheet is hand engraved with
writing on both sides, as well as etched with an acidic
paste. Mounted over a background with a unique
print on hand-painted paper featuring an image
composed digitally from blurred scans of the sheets of
engraved glass.”

talks by conference faculty were offered throughout the week, and a show
of work by the teaching faculty—augmented by works from the juried
Write:Bind:Hold exhibit of calligraphic books—was housed in the gallery of
the Vollum College Center.
Living a bit more than two miles from Reed, I was able to spend a great
deal of time at the conference each day throughout the week, walking
over in the cool (and sometimes rainy) early June mornings. I sat in on
several classes, visited the faculty show repeatedly, and attended several
of the evening talks. These conferences provide wonderful opportunities
to reflect on the nature of calligraphy today; in the many displays of work
(both formal and informal) and in the lectures, I found much that was
challenging, nearly always profoundly inspiring, but sometimes also
(although far less often) disappointing. In both states—inspiration and
concern—I found rich ground for thought and reflection, and I explore that
here.
My first visit to the gallery—before Calligraphy Northwest had even
started—came as the various pieces for the faculty exhibit were still being
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